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Annie Samarasinghe has it all together.
Beautiful and brilliant, she has a medical career in Sydney
and a fiancé in Sri Lanka.
But on the week of her wedding to childhood-sweetheart
Sunil, Annie uncovers the shattering truth behind the façade
of his business.
Forced to hide out in the Snowy Mountains, Annie
changes her name and her story. When she meets the
brusque and arrogant Roy Broughton-Knight, she
discovers she’s not the only one hiding secrets. But the
more she gets to know Roy, the closer Sunil comes to
finding her.
Against the stunning backdrops of Sri Lanka and the
Snowy Mountains, Annie and Roy learn to face the
betrayals in their pasts and fight their fears. But how will
they embrace the possibilities of a future?

From the award winning author of Empire’s Children.
Patricia Weerakoon was the director of an internationally
renowned graduate program in sexual health at the University
of Sydney, but retired in 2012 to pursue her passion for writing
and public speaking. She writes romantic fiction with a social
conscience, bringing together her international experience in
sexual health and her love for her homeland of Sri Lanka. Her
non-fiction books are gold-standard guides for good sex for all
ages, including Teen Sex by the Book and The Best Sex for Life.
As a sexologist she has translated her passion to bring good holistic
sexual health to all people into practical sex education, sex research
and sex therapy. Her writing and speaking brings together her
enthusiasm for sex and her love for the glory of God. Patricia has
a recognised media presence and is a popular public speaker and
social commentator in Australia.
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